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Abstract. Continuing the preceding paper, we shall report on computer experiments con- 
cerning the 'rescaled range' and the spectrum of fractional Gaussian noise. 

In the present paper, we propose to investi- 
gate various old and new tools of 'data analysis' 
in reference to fractional noise. Our ultimate 

purpose is to test the quality of fractional noise 
as a model of reality and to estimate its param- 
eters. To fulfill these aims, one must find ways 
of enhancing the significant 'structural' features 
of the function X(t), while eliminating as much 
as possible the insignificant sample fluctuations. 
Such X(t) may be either a sample generated 
by a random process or an empirical record. 

An ancient tool of data analysis is Sehuster's 
'periodogram' W(f), which has recently been 
'tamed' with the help of averaging techniques 
known as 'spectral windows.' A very new tool 
of data analysis is the rescaled range R (t, s)/ 
S(t, s). We shall evaluate both W and R/S for 
various approximate fractional noises and shall 
discuss their respective merits and domains of 
applicability. Insofar as very long-run effects 
are concerned, R/S will be shown to be vastly 
superior, and it will therefore be discussed first. 
The concept of 'long-run effect' was discussed 
in Mandelbrot and Wallis [1968]. The v•tues 
of the functions R/S and W of empirical records 
will be reported in Mandelbroi and Wallis 
[19'69a]. 

RESCALED RANGES' DEFINITIONS 

Given a random process X(t), with X*(t) = 
•. ' X(u) as usual, and given an integer s, u+l 

the expression 

R•(t, s) = max [X*(t -}- u) -- X*(O -- ugX] 
O_<u_<s 

-- min [X*(t n t- u) -- X*(t) -- ugX] 
O_<u_<s 

is called the 'population cumulative range of 
X(t) for the lag s.' In order to compare the 
ranges of different processes, it is natural to 
rescale Rp(t, s) by dividing it by •/Var X. 

The rescaled range Rp/%/Var X thus 
obtained is unfortunately without counterpart in 
the case of empirical records, for which gX and 
Var X are both unknown. There are several ways 
of modifying R•/•/'Var X to eliminate this 
drawback. For reasons to be discussed elsewhere, 
we followed Harold Edwin Hurst and replaced 
gX by the sample average corresponding to the 
partial sample from t q- 1 to t q- s (rather than to 
the total sample from I to T). This leads to the 
function R(t, s), defined as follows: 

R(t, s) -- max {X*(t q- u) -- X*(t) 

- (u/•)[x*(t + •) - x*(t)]} 

-- rain { X*(t q- u) -- X*(t) 
O_<u_<, 

- (u/•) Ix* (t + •) - x* (t) 1} 
R(t, s) will be called the 'sample sequential range 
of X(t) for the lag s.' Similarly, we replaced 
•r•r X by $, where the sequential variance 
S •- was defined by 

s•(t, •) = •-• • { x(t + u) 
Copyright • 1969 by the American Geophysical Union. - f•[x*(t + •) - x,(t)]}" 
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If s -- 1, R(t, s) -- S(t, s) -- O, and R?S is 
indeterminate. For s -- 2, one finds in every case 
R (t, 2)/S (t, 2) -- 2. We shall therefore assume 
henceforth that s > 3. 

The analysis of random processes and of time 
series with the help of the behavior of R (t, s)/ 
S(t, s) will be called 'R/S analysis.' Mandelbrot 
and Wallis [1969b] will discuss the foundations 
of this method in depth. The developments in 
the present paper, however, will not depend 
upon this forthcoming general discussion. 

Note in passing that, when X(t) is the flow 
in a river during year t, R (t, s) has a nice inter- 
pretation in terms of hydrological design, involv- 
ing the concept of 'ideal s-year storage (See 
Figure 1).' Storage is ideal if (a) the outflow is 
uniform, (b) the reservoir ends the period as 
full as it started it, (c) the dam never overflows, 
(d) the capacity is the smallest compatible with 
(a), (b), and (c). Such an ideal dam cannot be 
designed in advance, except by luck, since the 
data to design it are only available after the 
fact. Actual design is, nevertheless, helped by 
knowledge of the capacities of the ideal dams 
corresponding to every s-year period within the 
known record. Conditions (a) and (b) set the 
yearly outflow as equal to 

= + 0 - x*(0]. 
Condition (d) means that an ideal dam must 
get almost dry at some moment; otherwise it 
would have excess capacity. Then, looking at 
Figure 3, we see that the ideal dam capacity is 
R(t,s). 

R/S ANA•.YSIS or ArrRoxi•r•T• 
Noises' rRi•cir•L OBSeRVaTIOnS 

Our first set of illustrations, Figures 2 to 10, 
represent the dependence of log [R ( t, s)/S ( t, s) ] 
upon log s for a variety of Type i or Type 2 
approximate fractional noises, the various 
values of the parameters H and M. The several 
values of R (t, s)/S(t, s), plotted as crosses 
above each s, correspond to several distinct 
starting points t, the selection of which will be 
described below. The crosses constitute a pat- 
tern we privately call a 'pox diagram.' Moreover, 
for each s, the average of our several values of 
R (•, s)/S(t, s) is plotted as a little square. 
Squares thus form a line waving through the 
pox diagrams. 

Our inspection will begin with the figures 
2 to 7, which correspond to M -- 10,000. For 
H -- 0.9, the pox diagrams are tightly aligned 
along a straight line of slope H, except for an 
initial 'transient,' corresponding to very small 
values of s. There is little difference between 

D(t) 

0 t t+u t+s T 
Fig. 1. Co•truction of the sample range R(t, s). To make tMs graph more legible, the func- 

tion X*(t) was measured arbitrarily from its sample average over the sample from t = 1 to t = T. 
That is, iraread of X*(t) itself, we have plotted (as a bold line) the function D(t) = X*(t) -- 
(t/T)X*(T). The replacement of X*(t) by D(t) does not affect the value either of A(u) as defined 
below or of R(t, s). Moreover, since empirical records are necessar•y taken in dhcrete time, the 
function D(u) shoed have been dram as a series of points, but it was drawn as a line for the sake 
of clarity. The function A(u), • marked, stands for X*(t + u) -- X*(t) -- (u/s)[X*(+s) -- 
X*(t)], and the sample range • defined as R(t, s) = max0<•s, A(u) -- min0<•s, A(u). 
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Fig. 2. Pox diagram of log [R(t, s)/$(t, s)] versus log s for a Type 1 approximate frac- 
tional noise with H: 0.9 and M = 10,000. The trend line of slope H ---- 0.9 from s = 20 
represents the data very well. That is, the transient only affects s • 20, and the x/• ultimate 
asymptote is invisible. This pox diagram was constructed as follows. The dots (q-) correspond 
to values of the lag s restricted to the sequence 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000, 
2000, 4000, 7000, and 9000. For every s satisfying s • 500, 14 dots (q-) are plotted, correspond- 
ing to values of t equal to 1, 100, .'., 1400. For every s satisfying s > 500, t was made succes- 
sively equal to 1000, 2000, up to either 8000 or T -- s q- 1, whichever is the smaller. Each box 
represents an average of the values of R/$ corresponding to the dots. 

Type 1 and Type 2 functions. For M ---- 0.7, the 
pox diagram is tightly aligned along a straight 
line of slope H, the transient being short for 
Type 1 and much longer for Type 2. In the case 
M -- 0.5 and Type 1, which corresponds to dis- 
crete time white noise, the pox diagram is 
tightly aligned along a straight line of slope H = 
0.5, the transient being short. When H • 0.5, 
only Type 1 functions have been considered so 
far. For large s, their pox diagrams cluster 
tightly along a straight line of slope H, but even 
for Type i the duration of the transient increases 

rapidly as H tends to 0. With H -- 0,.1, the 
transient is not yet completed for s ---- 1000. As 
a result, more refined approximations will be 
needed in applications where H is below 0.5. 
Since, in hydrology, H is usually above 0.5, the 
Type I approximation will be adequate. 

We shall continue our inspection by selecting 
some value of H, say H = 0.7, and letting M 
gradually decrease. As long as 3000 <( M <( 
10,000, the value of M has little perceptible ef- 
fect. After M has decreased below 3000, the 
values of R (t, s)/S (t, s) begin to decrease per- 
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ceptibly in the region of large values of s. 
whereas the transient is unaffected. For example, 
if M -- 30 (Figure 9), our pox diagram ex- 
hibits two bends. It begins by the usual tran- 
sient, then aligns itself tightly along a straight 
line of slope H -- 0.7, and finally changes direc- 
tion and aligns itself tightly along a straight line 
of slope 0.5. 

More generally, our figures establish empiri- 
cally that the behavior of R/$ splits into three 
regions. Asymptotically, R/$ varies like x/s. 
For small s, R/$ has a complicated transient be- 
havior. Finally, if M is selected large enough, 
one has an intermediate region in which 
varies like s s. By selecting M small enough, one 
may make this intermediate region disappear 
(Figure 10). By manipulating the value of M, 

one may make the intermediate region arbi- 
trarily wide. 

The point where the x/s asymptote begins wilI 
be designated M s and called 'effective memory.' 
The value of M s depends on H and M. When 
H -- 0.7 and an intermediate region exists, one 
has the 'rule of thumb' that M/M s -- •. This 
suggests that a second bend would have been 
observed even for M -- 10,000, had our sample 
length exceeded 3M. For H -- 0.9, M/M s is 
found to be nearly equal to 1. For smaller values 
of H, M/M s may equal (say) one-fifth or one- 
tenth. Two facts about M s are easy to prove 
mathematically' (a) M s is proportional to M, 
as a consequence of self-similarity (see Part 3, 
the Mathematical Appendix); (b), M/M s _• 1. 
Statement (b) is particularly easy to prove in 
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Fig. 3. Pox diagram of log [R(t, s)/$(t, s)] versus log s for a Type 1 approximate fractional 
noise with H -- 0.7 and M -- 10,000. The trend line of slope H -- 0.7 from s -- 20 represents 
the data very well. 
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Fig. 4. Pox diagram of log JR(t, s)ffg(t, s)] versus log s for a Type 2 approximate frac- 
tional noise with H -- 0.7 and M -- 10,000. The trend line from s -- 20 only gives a rough 
representation of the data. Thus, for H -- 0.7, the Type 2 approximation already lacks in high 
frequency components, and its transient is very long. 

the case of 'Type 2' approximations. Start with 
the expression 

•.(•1 •, •) -- (• -- 0.•) 

ß • (t- u)H-"SG(u) Jr- QsG(t) 

with M -- oo. Then making M finite introduces 
a 'truncation error,' which depends on M and 
is a function of time but varies little over a pe- 
riod of duration M. This error merely manifests 
itself as a kind of 'bias.' It affects the mean value 

around which the approximate fractional noise 
fluctuates, but it leaves R (t, s)/S (t, s) basically 
unaffected. In other words, as long as s is much 
smaller than M, the truncation cannot be 'felt,' 
and the function X(t) 'feels' as if it were an 

infinite moving average. When s goes much 
above M, on the contrary, the finiteness of this 
moving average is very much felt. Thus, M/M • 
is surely at most 1. 

DEFIl•ITI01• OF TI-IE PI-IRASE '8 • LAW' 

After the slopes of our pox diagrams, con- 
sider their thicknesses. For values of s beyond 
the transient, such thickness is seen to be ap- 
proximately constant. The observed narrowing 
of the pox diagram for large s is a correction due 
to the unavoidably strong correlations that exist 
between the values of R/S that are plotted (see 
below). 

To separate the thickness and the slope of the 
pox diagram, let us subtract from log [R (t, 
S(•, s)] the trendline H log s. In this way, the 
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scatter of the pox diagram is measured by the 
scatter of log [R (t, s)/S (t, s) ] -- H log s = log 
{JR(t, 

The pox diagrams indicate that, in the inter- 
mediate range, log g/JR(t, s)/S(t, s]s -•} is in- 
dependent of s, and, more generally, that the 
expression [R(t, s)/S(t, s)]s -• is a random variable 
with a distribution independent of s. Since 
the random processes X(t) for which R/S is 
computed are stationary, we know that the dis- 
tribution of [R(t, s)/S(t, s)]s -• is also indepen- 
dent of t. In this intermediate range, R/S will be 
said to 'iollow the s • law in distribution.' This 
phrase does not imply that, when t is fixed and 
s is increased, R(t, s)/S(t, s) is proportional to 
s •, but rather that R/S is equal to s • multiplied 
by a random fluctuation independent of s. 

It will also be observed that this random fluc- 

tuation, that is, the thickness of the pox dia- 
gram, depends little upon the value of H (See 
Figure 13). For every H, the largest of 90' sam- 
ple values of R/S exceeds the smallest of these 
90 values by a factor of about 3. 

THE R/S • S s LAW IN I-IYDROLOGY AND OTI-IER 
APPLICATIONS 

Random processes exhibiting the R/S • s t 
law to arbitrarily large values of s deserve de- 
tailed study, because the s • behavior has been 
observed empirically to hold for many records 
of hydrology, geophysics, and other fields. This 
observation has far-reaching practical conse- 
quences. It was first made by Harold Edwin 
Hurst and is discussed in Mandelbrot and Wallis 

[1969a]. The explanation of the s s law in the 
preceding sections, using fractional noise, is due 
to Mandelbrot [1965]. 

Early in this paper, we had noted that many 
empirical records 'look like' the friezes pre- 
sented in part 1; this impression has now been 
confirmed by quantitative test. The success of 
this test should not be construed, however, as 
implying that we have already described a com- 
plete solution to the problem of finding models 
for all hydrological and geophysical records. It 
will be shown, for example, [Mandelbrot and 
Wallis, 1969b] that the R/S test does not distin- 
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Pox diagram of log [R(t, s)/$(t, s)] versus log s for a white noise. The trend line 
of slope H _-- 0.5 from s -- 20 represents the data very well. 
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[Fig. 6. Pox diagram of log [R(t, s)/$(t, s)] versus log s for a Type I approximate frac- 
tional noise with H • 0.3 and M _-- 10,000. The trend line of slope H • 0.3 from s ---- 20 is 
inadequate, but the trend line from s -- 70 represents the data very well. To decrease the 
length of the present transient, a finer grid must be selected in defining an approximate frac- 
tional noise. (See end of Par• 3, the Mathematical Appendix.) 

guish •ractional Gaussian noises •rom correspond- 
ing fractional non-Gaussian noises. The latter 
processes are described in Mandelbrot and Van 
Ness [1968] and will be studied in detail else- 
where, because they are a basic tool in the study 
of the Noah Effect, as defined in Mandelbrot 
and Wallis [1968]. 

Other students of Iturst's empirical findings 
had attempted to explain them with the help of 
statistical models that belong to the ']3rownian 
domain of attraction,' a concept that implies in 
particular that the asymptotic behavior of R/S 
is necessarily proportional to x/s. Those authors 
then had to interpret the R/S • s • law for em- 
pirical records as meaning that the curve of 
R/S versus 0 splits into two parts. The asymp- 
totic x/• span was assumed to follow upon an 
extremely long transient in which the growth of 
R/S is faster than x/• and can be 'curve-fitted' 
by s s. This 'explanation' of Iturst's law was dis- 
cussed in detail in Mandelbrot and Wallis 

[1968]. Only its main drawback will be men- 
tioned here' to extend the span over which the 
s" regime applies, the complication of the model 
must be continually increased. 

Fractional noise was first introduced with the 

value of M set to M -- oo. The resulting curve, 
log (R/S) versus log s, retains the single bend 
found for models in the Brownian domain, but 
the desired R/S • s • behavior now character- 
izes the second, asymptotic, regime. Thus, there 
is no longer any bound to the width of the span 
to which the R/S • s • law applies, and a neat 
way of accounting for Hurst's observation is 
available. It remained to study the effects of 
making M finite. 

CHOICE OF THE STARTING POINTS t IN THE POX 

DIAGRAM 

Given a sample of T values of X(t), for 1 
_< t _< T, it is possible to evaluate R(t, s)/ 
S(t, s) for values of s ranging from 3 to T. Given 
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T and s, t can range from 1 to T -- s + 1. If 
only one value of t were selected, such as • -- 1, 
the pox diagram would reduce to a line and 
would be greatly affected by sample fluctuations, 
so that no reliable conclusion could be drawn 

from it. At the other absurd extreme, if all pos- 
sible values of t were considered, the pox dia- 
gram would be a kind of triangle, with T -- 2 
points plotted above s ---- 3 and then a decreas- 
ing number of points, down to one for s -- T. 
Such a diagram would be dill_cult to plot physi- 
cally. It would also repeat information unneces- 
sarily, because the values of R/S corresponding 
to overlapping samples are not independent. Fi- 
nally, it would depend upon T, which would 
compound the statistical dit•_culties encountered 
in comparing pox diagrams corresponding to 
samples of different size. 

For each value of s, there is a random vari- 
able R(•, s)/S(•, s). To explore the distribution 
of such random variables, the ideal is to plot 
mutually independent values of these variables. 
Since long-run effects are strong for fractional 

noise, we would have had to construct many in- 
dependent fractional noise functions. This 
would, however, be inappropriate, because sim- 
ulations will ultimately be compared with em- 
pirical records, for which independent samples 
are inconceivable. To construct independent 
noise fractions would also be unnecessary. In- 
deed, we have observed that given two 
nonoverlapping subsamples from t• to t• q- s 
and from • to t2 q- s, the corresponding values 
of R ( •, s)/S ( t, s) are practically independent. 

From these various requirements, a compro- 
mise concerning the values of T, s, and t 
emerged. The value of T was fixed to 900,0, and 
s was restricted to the sequence of values 3, 4, 
5, 7, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000, 2000, 
4000, 7000, and 90,00. For every s < 500', 14 
points were plotted, corresponding to t equal 
to 1, 100, ß ß -, 1400. For every s > 50,0, t was 
made equal to 1000, 2000, up to either 8000 or 
T -- s + 1, whichever is smaller. This yields 
ten points for s = 70,0,, down to three points for 
s -- 7000, and one point for s ---- 90'00,. 

Fig. 7. 
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Pox diagram of log [R(t, s)/S(t, s)] versus log s for a Type 1 approximate fractional 
noise with H • 0.1 and M _-- 10,000. The transient is extremely long. 
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Fig. 8. Effect of a reduced memory M on a Type 1 fractional noise with H ---- 0.7. Here 
M = 300, and the pox diagram of log [R (t, s)/$(t, s)] versus log s takes the slope 0.5 as soon 
as s equals the 'effective memory' M* = 900 = 3M. 

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

This technique of time series analysis is 
also called 'frequency,' 'Fourier,' or 'harmonic' 
analysis. Recent computer programs have made 
'fast Fourier transform' inexpensive and con- 
venient, but it remains notoriously tricky, espe- 
cially in cases where low frequency effects are 
very strong. In such cases, the fractional noises 
provide splendid material for an exacting test of 
Fourier techniques. We shall see that such 
techniques are not as good as R/S diagrams. 
Spectral analysis is, however, in fashion, and we 
thought that it may be of service to explain 
what it is about, but omitting cookbook details. 
The reader may wish to consult the recent ex- 
position by Jenkins and Watts [1968]. A brief 

final section will compare spectral analysis and 
'R/S analysis.' 

The terms 'harmonic' and 'spectrum' arose, 
respectively, in musical acoustics and in optics, 
which are the fields where frequency analysis 
was first applied. In acoustics, it gradually 
emerged that, when one tries to produce a 'fun- 
damental' sound on a musical instrument, one 
also produces--involuntarily--many 'harmonics' 
whose frequencies are multiples of the funda- 
mental frequency. The relative strength of the 
harmonics it produces suffices to identify an in- 
strument. A mathematical basis was given to 
such 'harmonic analysis' when Euler (eighteenth 
century) and Fourier (early nineteenth century) 
showed that many periodic functions X(t), of 
period T, can be written as infinite series of all 
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the harmonics of the frequency l/T, i.e., as sums 
of the form 

x(t) = + 

where [ is carried over all integer multiples of 
the 'fundamental frequency' 1/T. Fourier also 
showed how to relate at to the value of X(t). 

As to frequency analysis in the context of 
optics, it emerged when it was found that white 
sunlight can be divided by a prism into a 'spec- 
trum,' that is, can be represented as the sum of 
equal amounts of all 'pure' colored lights. When 
the wave nature of light was confirmed, each 
pure light was identified with a narrow fre- 
quency bandwidth in the visible spectrum, and 
colored lights were characterized by the relative 
contributions of the different pure lights. This 
application of frequency analysis was made 
mathematical by Schuster around 1900 and by 
two recently deceased mathematicians, N. 

Wiener and I. A. Khinchin, who simultaneously 
created the concept of 'stationary stochastic 
process.' Suppose that the sample from t -- i to 
t -- T of such a process is repeated indefinitely 
to create a periodic function. That function can 
be written as a Fourier series, and Wiener and 
Khinchin showed that all the information that 

the sample function can possibly yield about the 
process generating this sample is contained in 
the sequence of squared Fourier moduli at •'. We 
shall write at • =. IV (•) and call it 'sample energy 
distribution.' For every generating process, the 
phases g)t are randomly distributed over their 
span of possible values, namely (0, 2=). There- 
fore, the values of the phases can yield no infor- 
mation about the process. 

When a function X(t) has a strong periodic 
component, the corresponding W(•) is large. 
Conversely, to study the hidden periodicities that 
may be present in a record, it seemed natural to 
see which frequencies • predominate, in the sense 
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Fig. 9. Effect of a medium memory M on a Type 1 fractional noise with H ---- 0.7. Here 
M -- 30, and the pox diagram of log JR(t, s)/S(t, s)] versus log s takes the slope 0.5 as soon 
as s equals the effective memory M* ---- 90 ---- 3M. 
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Fig. 10. Effect of a very short memory M on a Type 1 fractional noise with H ---- 0.7. Here 
M _-- 5, and the intermediate s s zone has vanished. That is, the initial transient merges grad- 
ually into the classical •/• asymptote. 

that W(]) calculated on that record attains a 
local maximum near ]•. Unfortunately, the 
empirical functions W([) were found to vary 
greatly between successive samples of a single 
process. Therefore, few of the predominant 
frequencies retain the same position in different 
samples. Among such 'fixed' predominant fre- 
quencies, some correspond to obvious periodic- 
ities in the record and are in no way hidden 
(examples are the daily and yearly weather 
fluctuations). Other apparently 'fixed' predomi- 
nant frequencies are not obvious. They could 
mean something; but, on the other hand, their 
'fixity' could perhaps be a statistical freak. To 
answer this question, R. A. Fisher studied the 
sample distribution of the statistic W(]) for 
theoretical Gaussian processes and found that 
W(]) does not tend to any limit as T -• m but 
remains a random variable. The expectation 
8W(]) of this random variable depends upon the 
process only and characterizes it fully. In the 
simplest case, &W(•) is called a spectral density. 
But the ratio W(f)/SW(]) satisfies the relation 
Pr [W(•)/•W(]) > x] -- e -•, that is, follows the 

exponential distribution. This distribution is not 
tightly concentrated around its expectation. For 
example, given 90 exponential random variables, 
the largest among them will exceed the smallest 
by a factor of the order of 200. Thus, sample 
values of W([) cannot be used directly. To find 
out about •W(•), one must somehow 'unscramble' 
it from the exponential fluctuation. 

The traditional unscrambling method is to 
evaluate a 'corrected' W•'(fo) at the frequency 
•o, by computing a weighted average of W(/o) 
and of the values of W(•) for frequencies near 
•o. The colorful accepted term for such smooth- 
ing is 'looking through a spectral window.' Many 
ready-made windows are now available. To se- 
lect the best among them is tricky, but it raises 
no major conceptual issue. 

Spectral windows, unfortunately, lose much 
information, because they give no idea of the 
actual scatter of the sample values W(]). We 
therefore took this opportunity to apply the idea 
already used in the 'pox diagrams' of R/$. When 
dealing with random processes with a spectral 
density W(/), we found the pox diagrams to be 
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perspicuous and effective. But they have not yet 
been fully explored, so that we cannot recom- 
mend blind reliance on them. 

In constructing pox diagrams, the first step 
is to select a 'spectral number,' such as 5 or 8. 
To continue the argument, assume that we se- 
lected 5, and let the sample size be T, so that 

/ takes all the values y -- k/T with k an integer. 
Then 'mark' every fifth value of k. Above k -- 
5, plot W(1/F), W(2/T), . ß ', W(5/T), in a 
vertical column. Above k -- 10, plot similarly 
W(6/T), ß ß ', W(lO/T). One continues in this 
fashion to plot 5 points above each marked ab- 
scissa, the frequency spectrum being divided 
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Fig. 11. Sample distributions of 90 values of R/S for fixed s = 100. M being always equal 
to 10,000, H was given six values, as marked, and R(100k, 100)/S(100k, 100) was computed for 
k = 0, 1, ... , 89. The samples were nonoverlapping but not independent, except if H = 0.5. 
For H = 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, the median point alone is plotted. For H = 0.5, 0.7. and 0.9, more com- 
plete plots are given. On log normal coordinates, these plots are not straight but are almost 
exact translates of each other. Thus, the distribution of R/S for fixed s is not log normal, but 
the distribution of the ratio (R/S)/g(R/S) is seen to depend little upon H. According to the 
theory in Feller [1951], relative to the case H = 0.5, one has g[R(t, 100)/S(t, 100)] -- 1.25 n/100 -- 
12.5. Since the distribution of the random variable R(t, 100)/S(t, 100) is markedly skew, its 
median value should be expected to be below 12.5, and the present Figure shows that such is 
indeed the case. 
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Fig. 12. Pox diagram of a spectrum of white noise. The sample included 8192 data only, 
to enable us to use the Fast Fourier Transform program. The 'frequency' abscissa stands for 
/•, that is, frequency is measured in numbers of cycles per 8192 data. Only every eighth 
squared Fourier modulus is plotted, with 10 squared toodull plotted above each 'marked' 
value of /•. One sees (a) that the value of the squared Fourier modulus does not tend to 
either increase or decrease with/•, that is, the spectrum is 'fiat' or 'white'; (b) that the scatter 
is enormous. 

into frequency 'bands' such that all ordering 
between the i's in the same band is scrambled. 

The resulting pox diagram destroys part of the 
information in the first frequency band or two. 
Elsewhere, it expresses both the trend of values 
of W(i) and their scatter. Excepting always the 
first band or two, the upper and lower outlines of 
the pox diagram can be described by the functions 
GIgW(]) and Gl•gW(1), where C' and C • are 

two constants. Most of the information in a pox 
diagram is in those 'outlines.' 

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF APPROXIMATE 

FRACTIONAL NOISES 

As a first test, let us examine, on Figure 12, the 
pox diagram of white noise (H = 0.5). Both 
outlines are, as expected, horizontal. 

Next, look up the diagrams of fractional noise, 
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which we know to possess very strong low fre- 
quency components. In this case, it can be shown 
[Mandelbrot and Van Ness, 1968, Section 7] that 
3W(•) is proportional to •-•+•. Using doubly 
logarithmic coordinates log • and log W([), one 
should expect to find the pox diagram to be 
bounded by two straight lines of slope -- 2H • 1. 
Such is indeed found to be the case (Figure 13). 

Being predictable, the preceding result is of 
little interest. A useful but painful lesson is, 
however, taught by a more common method of 
plotting, in which the abscissa is • itself rather 
than log •, whereas the ordinate remains log 

W(f). We might not have expected to find that, 
in such coordinates, Figure 14, the spectrum of 
fractional noise with H -- 0.7 and M -- 10,000 
should appear nearly white, with only a 'little' 
more energy in low ('reddish') than in high 
('purplish') frequencies. In fact, to be really as- 
sured that such diagrams are not white, it is 
best to contrast them with Figure 12. Thus, 
semilogarithmic plotting grossly underrates the 
degree of nonwhiteness in a spectrum. In our 
simulations one must go to H -- 0.9 or I-I -- 
0.1 for nonwhiteness to become perceptually un- 
questionable (Figures 15 and 16). 
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Fig. 13. Pox diagram of the spectrum of a Type 1 fractional noise with H ---- 0.7 and M -- 
10,000. The following sequence of 'frequencies' was chosen: 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 
300, 400, 500, 700, 1000, 20.00, 3000, 4009. Above each marked k, 5 squared Fourier moduli are 
plotted. The extreme nonwhiteness of this spectrum is obvious. Both outlines of the pox dia- 
gram have a slope equal to --2H -]- 1. 
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Fig. 14. A first pox diagram of the spectrum of a Type 1 approximate fractional noise with 
H -- 0.7 and M -- 10,000. The plot includes the 400 squared Fourier moduli for 1 < k < 400. 
The nonwhiteness of this spectrum is perceptible but weak. Semilogarithmic spectrum plots 
are potentially misleading. 

The apparent whiteness of our spectra sug- 
gests in our opinion an important warning to 
those involved with spectral analysis of natural 
records. We have seen all too many claims of 
spectral whiteness supported by diagrams indis- 
tinguishable from Figure 16a. We fear that the 
extent to which many natural spectra are 'col- 
ored' has been made less apparent, unwittingly 
but drastically, by the common semilogarithmic 
plots of spectra. 

Fractional noises are also very important in 
electronics, where H is often near 1 and the 
spectral density )•-2•+• nearly proportional to )•-L 
In a discussion of such processes, usually called 
'1:• noises,' Mandelbroi and Van Ness [1968] 
suggested the more euphonious term 'fractional 
noises,' which allows H to differ from 1. Since, 
in this case, the span of frequencies • is as large 
as that of the values of W ([), the spectra of the 
fractional noises of electronics are always plotted 

on doubly logarithmic coordinates, and there has 
never been any doubt about their extreme non- 
whiteness (for additional information concern- 
ing electronic l:/noises, see for example Mandel- 
brot [1967] ). 

R/S ANALYSIS AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS COMPARED 

These two techniques of data analysis are by 
no means competitors. In the case of the frac- 
tional Gaussian noises, they lead to different 
presentations of essentially identical results. In 
other cases, one or the other analysis will be 
clearly preferable. When very strong cyclic 
effects are present, spectral analysis is at its 
best. In other cases, the great weakness of spec- 
tral analysis is the extraordinary scatter to be 
expected from the sample Fourier coefficients 
(we saw that the ratio of extreme centiles is 
about 300). By way of contrast, the scatter of 
R/S appears extremely small (we saw that the 
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Fig. 15. A second pox diagram of the spectrum of a Type I approximate fractional noise 
with H: 0.7 and M: 10,000. The plot includes every eighth squared Fourier modulus over 
the whole span of possible values of k. The nonwhiteness is apparent. We have also drawn 
but no4 reproduced here the analogous diagram for • Type 2 function. Such a diagram is 
strongly nonwhite, because Type 2 functions have much weaker high frequency components. 
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Fig. 16. A pox diagram of the spectrum of a Type 1 approximate fractional noise with 
H -- 0.9 and M -- 10,000. Itere the nonwhiteness is obvious even on semilogarithmic co- 
ordinates. ' 
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Fig. 17. A pox diagram of the spectrum of a Type I approximate fractional noise with 
H -- 0.1 and M -- 10,000; low frequency components are defiicient. Nonwhiteness is again 
obvious, but it goes the other way from Figure 18. 

ratio of extreme centiles is about 3). When one 
is concerned with noncyclic long-run effects, 
R/S analysis is at its best [Mandelbrot and 
Wallis, 1969b], especially when the records in 
question are highly non-Gaussian. In any event, 
we expect that the comparison between the two 
techniques will soon give rise to a flourishing 
literature. 

Note moreover that the exhibits in this paper 
were not meant to present our experiments ex- 

haustively but to interest the reader. We expect 
the reader to find many new applications for 
fractional noise, but, to perform such applica- 
tions, familiarity with the mathematical appen- 
dix will be useful. Specific hydrological and geo- 
physical applications of fractional noise will be 
discussed in Mandelbrot and Wallis [1969a]. 
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